MAKE IT EASY FOR SUBSCRIBERS TO PROTECT THE DIGITAL LIFESTYLES OF THEIR FAMILIES

SafePath®

MAKE IT EASY FOR SUBSCRIBERS TO PROTECT THE DIGITAL LIFESTYLES OF THEIR FAMILIES

Cross-Platform Support for Mac & Windows Computers, iPads, Tablets, iPhones, Android Smartphones, Gaming Consoles, and more!

For more information visit www.smithmicro.com
SafePath Home, a cloud managed router agent that integrates with all 5G modems and broadband routers, enables parental controls and screen time management on cellular and non-cellular devices such as laptops, gaming consoles, tablets, smartphones, and more!

**Profile-Based Management**
Enable age-appropriate profiles for children and add all of their devices to their specific profile. Manage their screen time or content filter regardless of which device they are using.

**App Management**
Control which apps can be used, set time limits, automatically block the installation of new apps and in-app purchases.

**Content Filtering**
Set online content filters that match each family member’s age and interest.

**Control and Monitor Internet Usage**
Pause the internet, create time limits, view browsing histories (even if it’s deleted), and block inappropriate websites by user profile.

**Homework/Bedtime Schedule**
Schedule off-time in advance to ensure that “screen free” rules are observed by kids.

**Rewards**
Grant extra daily time limits, disable off times, and set a later bedtime to celebrate good behavior.
Extend parental controls and device monitoring outside of the home by coupling Safepath Home with Safepath Family.

**Comprehensive Control**

Extend parental controls and device monitoring outside of the home by coupling Safepath Home with Safepath Family.

For more information visit [www.smithmicro.com](http://www.smithmicro.com)